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Canadian Standards Association requirements for high-visibility safety 
clothing for Canadian workers. DragonWear® meets Standard CSA Z96-15, 
Class 2.

CSA 
Z96

Visit our YouTube channel to see demo product  
videos for a variety of DragonWear® products.

VIEW OUR ONLINE VIDEO LIBRARY AT WWW.DRAGONWEAR.COM

All garments and accessories are proudly made in North America.
MADE 

IN NORTH 
AMERICA

Volume discount pricing through government contracts:  
www.gsaadvantage.gov

GSA

National Fire Protection Association standard for electrical safety 
in the workplace.

NFPA 
70E

National Fire Protection Association standard for protection of 
industrial personnel against flash fire.

NFPA 
2112

Single base layer of FR protection. Required minimum Arc Rating 
4 cal/cm². PPE Categories are used to determine the necessary arc 
rating of a garment worn during a given job task. 

CAT 1

American National Standards Institute industry standard that specifies 
requirements for high-visibility safety apparel and headwear that is capable 
of visually signaling the user’s presence. DragonWear® meets Class 3, 
Level 2.

ANSI 
107

One or more layers of FR protection. Required minimum Arc Rating 
8 cal/cm². PPE Categories are used to determine the necessary arc 
rating of a garment worn during a given job task.

CAT 2

One or more layers or FR protection. Required minimum Arc Rating 
25 cal/cm2. PPE Categories are used to determine the necessary arc 
rating of a garment worn during a given job task.

CAT 3

Standard performance specification for flame resistant and electric 
arc rated protective clothing worn by workers exposed to flames and 
electric arcs.
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1.   LIVEWIRE™
  
BEANIE 

2.  PRO DRY™ LONG SLEEVE SHIRT

3.  SLAYER™ UTILITY PANTS

4.  FR WATERPROOF LEG GAITERS
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PULL-OVER HOODIE

6.  EXXTREME™
  
JACKET

7.  SQUALL™
  
GLOVE LINERS

8.  ELEMENTS™
  
FLAK JACKET 

9.  LIVEWIRE™
  
BOTTOMS



BASE LAYER
PRO DRY™ BASE LAYER 

Pro Dry™, our base layer made with DragonWear® Inherent  
Tri-Blend FR fabric, was originally developed and tested by the  
U.S. Military. Superior, always permanent moisture management  
plus increased fabric strength and true comfort provide  
long-lasting wearability.
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PRO DRYTM FR T-SHIRT MENS
» Inherently fire and arc-resistant
»  Tri-fiber fabric that delivers superior, always permanent  

moisture management
» True-Flat™ high density seams and tagless garment labels for true 

comfort experience
» Increased fabric durability and improved stretch for longer-lasting 

wear and flexibility
» Odor resistant, SILVER PLUS® anti-microbial technology
» Highly breathable and dries quickly
» Proven wash-and-wear performance keeps garment feeling fresh

» DragonWear® Inherent Tri-Blend FR Fabric: 5.0 oz/sq yd

PRO DRY™ CAT 1 LONG SLEEVE  
SHIRT MENS
» Inherently fire-resistant
»  Tri-fiber fabric that delivers superior, always permanent moisture 

management
» True-Flat™ high-density seams and tagless garment labels for a true 

comfort experience 
» Increased fabric durability and improved stretch for longer-lasting wear 

and flexibility
» Ribbed collar and cuffs
» 4.5” by 5.5” sized left-chest pocket
» Highly breathable and dries quickly
» Proven wash-and-wear performance keeps garment feeling fresh
» Odor Resistant, powered by SILVER PLUS® anti-microbial technology

» DragonWear® Inherent Tri-Blend FR Fabric; 5.0 oz/sq yd

SIZES SM - 5XL
ITEM NUMBERS DFDS1210 - DFDS1217 (NAVY), 
DFDS1270 - DFDS1277 (TAN) 
ARC RATING 5.5 CAL/cm2

  
GSANFPA 

70E
CAT 1
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SIZES SM - 2XL
ITEM NUMBERS DFDWS1210 - DFDWS1214 (NAVY) 
ARC RATING 5.5 CAL/cm2  

GSANFPA 
70E

CAT 1

PRO DRYTM FR T-SHIRT WOMENS
» Inherently fire and arc-resistant
» Tri-fiber fabric that delivers superior, always permanent  

moisture management
» True-Flat™ high density seams and tagless garment labels for 

true comfort experience
» Increased fabric durability and improved stretch for longer-

lasting wear and flexibility
» Odor Resistant, SILVER PLUS® anti-microbial technology
» Highly breathable and dries quickly
» Proven wash-and-wear performance keeps garment feeling fresh

» DragonWear® Inherent Tri-Blend FR Fabric: 5.0 oz/sq yd

SIZES SM - 5XL
ITEM NUMBERS DFDLP1270-1277 (TAN) 
ARC RATING 5.5 CAL/cm2 GSANFPA 

70E
CAT 1
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PRO DRYTM LONG SLEEVE SHIRT 
MENS
» Inherently fire and arc-resistant

» Tri-fiber fabric that delivers superior, always permanent 
moisture management

» Increased fabric durability and improved stretch for longer-
lasting wear and flexibility

» Highly breathable and dries quickly

» Proven wash-and-wear performance for long-lasting usability

» Comfortable rib-trim collar

» DragonWear® Inherent Tri-Blend FR Fabric: 6.9 oz/sq yd 

SIZES SM - 5XL (SELECT TALL SIZES AVAILABLE)
ITEM NUMBERS DFH010-017 (NAVY), DFH030-037 (GRAY) 
ARC RATING 11 CAL/cm2  

GSANFPA 
70E

NFPA 
2112CAT 2



SIZES SM - 2XL (SELECT TALL SIZES AVAILABLE)
ITEM NUMBERS DFHW018-DFHW017 (NAVY) 
ARC RATING 11 CAL/cm2  

| 7

GSANFPA 
70E

NFPA 
2112CAT 2

PRO DRYTM LONG SLEEVE  
SHIRT WOMENS

You’ve lived the hassle of trying to fit into “universal” sizes;

fabric bunching up in all the wrong places and too loose

hems and necklines. Our new Pro Dry™ Long Sleeve Shirt is

specifically tailored for a woman’s build, ensuring a correct

and comfortable fit. True-Flat™ high density seams and a

tagless neckline offer a true comfort experience, while

increased fabric durability and improved stretch provide

longer-lasting wear and flexibility. 

» Inherently fire and arc-resistant

» Tri-fiber fabric that delivers superior, always 
permanent moisture management

» Increased fabric durability and improved stretch for 
longer-lasting wear and flexibility

» Highly breathable and dries quickly

» Proven wash-and-wear performance for long-lasting 
usability

» Comfortable rib-trim collar

» DragonWear® Inherent Tri-Blend FR Fabric; 6.9 oz/sq yd



MID LAYER
LIVEWIRETM 1/4 ZIP SHIRT
Our Livewire™ 1/4 zip shirt provides unmatched warmth and greater protection to help you 
stay comfortable and safe in frigid temperatures. Constructed with our new, proprietary 
4-way stretch FR fabric for freedom of movement, this shirt’s smooth jersey face and 
channel knit construction uniquely channels airflow and increases a quick dry time. An 
extra-long hem with flatlock sewn construction and ¼ zip neck with stand-up collar support 
our design philosophy around comfort and access. Increased wind resistance and moisture 
wicking properties make the Livewire™ a versatile, must-have garment for all seasons.

» Inherently fire and arc-resistant garment

» Moisture-wicking properties paired with increased 
wind resistance

» Jersey face and lofted channeled fleece back 
uniquely channels airflow

» 1/4 Zip neck with stand-up collar

» Extra-long hem with flat-lock seam construction

» Extra durable wash and wear performance

» DragonWear® Inherent Tri-Blend FR Fabric with Spandex
 12.3 oz/sq yd

8  |  DRAGONWEAR® PRODUCT CATALOG

CAT 3 GSANFPA 
70E

NFPA 
2112

SIZES SM - 5XL  
(SELECT TALL SIZES AVAILABLE)
ITEM NUMBERS DFB200DH-207DH  
(BLACK), DFB230DH-237DH (GRAY) 
ARC RATING 32 CAL/cm2  



LIVEWIRETM BOTTOMS

Protect your valuable lower half with our Livewire™ FR bottoms; a comfortable and 
protective base layer that will help keep you limber and warm. Constructed with our new, 
proprietary 4-way stretch FR fabric for freedom of movement, this pant’s smooth jersey 
face and channel knit construction uniquely channels airflow and increases a quick dry 
time. Flat-lock seam construction provides lay-flat comfort all day long, while the FR 
elastic waistband and functional fly support our design philosophy around comfort and 
access. Increased wind resistance and lofted channeled fleece interior provide warmth 
and protection you can always count on.

» Inherently fire and arc-resistant garment
» Moisture-wicking properties paired with increased wind resistance
» Jersey face and lofted channeled fleece back uniquely channels airflow
» FR elastic waistband and functional fly
» Flat-lock seam construction for lay-flat comfort 
» Comfortable, relaxed fit
» Extra durable wash and wear performance
» DragonWear® Inherent Tri-Blend FR Fabric with Spandex: 12.3 oz/sq yd

SIZES SM - 3XL
ITEM NUMBERS DFB100DH-105DH (BLACK) 
ARC RATING 32 CAL/cm2  

GSANFPA 
70E

CAT 3

SIZES SM - 5XL  
(SELECT TALL SIZES AVAILABLE)
ITEM NUMBERS DF200-DF207 (BLACK) 
ARC RATING 17 CAL/cm2  

GSANFPA 
70E

CAT 2

ALPHA™ VEST

» Inherently fire and arc-resistant Dupont™ 
Nomex® fleece

» Moisture-wicking, low loft face fleece for easy 
layering

» Zippered chest and hand warmer pockets
» Full length zip front with drop-tail rear hem
» 2 inner cargo pockets
» DragonWear® Inherent Fleece FR Fabric: 8.7 oz/sq yd 

| 9



OUTER LAYER
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ELEMENTSTM CYCLONE 
PULL-OVER HOODIE
» Inherently fire and arc-resistant

» Highly wind-resistant with durable water-repellent finish

» 4-way-stretch fabric provides superior comfort and 
freedom of movement 

» 3-panel, hard-hat friendly hood design with draw cord  
for adjustment

» Multiple pockets, including hidden cell phone pocket

» Drop tail rear hem to provide extra coverage

» Extra-long sleeves with knit cuffs that prevent wind  
gusts up the arm (Para-Aramid, Spandex)

» Modern fit with contrast stitching for style

» Ideal mid-layer or outerwear piece for the demands  
of any season

» DragonWear® Inherent Tri-Blend Elements™ FR Fabric:  
12.3 oz/sq yd

SIZES SM - 5XL (SELECT TALL SIZES AVAILABLE)
ITEM NUMBERS DFMC1410-7 (NAVY),  
DFMC1430-7(GRAY)
ARC RATING 28 CAL/cm2

  
CAT 3 GSANFPA 

70E
NFPA 
2112

ELEMENTSTM FLAK JACKET
» Inherently fire and arc-resistant

» Full zip hoodie with 3 panel hood construction designed for 
comfort under hard hats

» Built-in fleece Balaclava for optional coverage

» Durable IronShield™ fabric strategically placed in high wear 
areas for long-lasting durability

» Elements fabric provides excellent stretch for freedom of 
movement

» Durable water-repellent and wind-resistant outer surface

» Drop-tail rear hem and extra-long sleeves provide 
additional coverage when reaching

» DragonWear® Inherent Tri-Blend Elements™ FR Fabric: 12.3 
oz/sq yd (with our IronShield™ overlay)

SIZES SM - 5XL (SELECT TALL SIZES AVAILABLE)
ITEM NUMBERS DFFJ110-17 (NAVY),
DFFJ100-07 (GRAY)
ARC RATING 28 CAL/cm2

CAT 3 GSANFPA 
70E

| 11

NFPA 
2112

NFPA 2112



ELEMENTS™ FR SWEATSHIRT
» Durable, water repellent face fabric sheds rain and snow 

» Inner, lofted, wind resistant fleece retains body heat

» 4-way stretch fabric provides superior comfort and  
freedom of movement

» Includes 4-pen, zippered, chest pocket

» DragonWear® Inherent Tri-Blend Elements™ FR Fabric:  
12.3 oz/sq yd

SIZES XS - 5XL (SELECT TALL SIZES AVAILABLE)
ITEM NUMBERS DFM200DH-208DH (BLACK),
DFM210DH-218DH (NAVY), DFM230DH-DFM238DH 
(GRAY)
ARC RATING 28 CAL/cm2

  
NFPA 
70E

GSACAT 3 NFPA 
2112
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SLAYERTM UTILITY PANTS
» Tru-Fit™ micro-adjustable elastic waist band for a custom fit 

» Diamond-gusseted crotch panel for greater range of motion and 
reduced chaffing

» Wear-Guard™ patches on the inside of cuffs for maximum 
durability

» Engineered cargo pockets prevent snagging. Fully adjustable ankle 
straps keep dirt out

» Super-Fly™ self-locking, full metal zipper

» Wrangler style front pockets with reinforced patch for clip-knives

» Seven oversized belt loops for 2” web belts

SIZES SM - 2XL, 28-36 INSEAM
ITEM NUMBERS 7.2 OZ ADVANCE® - KHAKI (DWPKA128 
- DWPKA536) / 7.2 OZ TECASAFE® - SPRUCE GREEN 
(DWPST128 - DWPST536)
ADVANCE ARC RATING 8.5 CAL/cm2 

TECASAFE ARC RATING 9.0 CAL/cm2

  
NFPA 
70E

CAT 2
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THE SHIELDTM 
JACKET
Coming 2019

UPGRADED



EXXTREME™ JACKET / MENS
» Inherently fire and arc resistant Dupont™ Nomex® fleece

» Lofted, lightweight, wind resistant fleece retains body heat

» Rip-stop fabric reinforces shoulders and forearms

» Pit-Zip armpit ventilation for body temperature control

» Drop-tail rear hem and longer sleeves for extra coverage

» Zippered chest and hand warmer pockets,  
two inner cargo pockets

» DragonWear® Inherent Fleece FR Fabric: 8.7 oz/sq yd

SIZES SM - 5XL (SELECT TALL SIZES AVAILABLE)
ITEM NUMBERS DF500-507 (BLACK)
ARC RATING 17 CAL/cm2

  

NFPA 
70E

GSACAT 2

ALPHA™ JACKET / MENS
» Inherently fire and arc resistant Dupont™ Nomex® fleece

» Lofted, lightweight, wind resistant fleece retains body heat

» Extra long sleeves with glove cuffs for extra coverage

» Zippered chest and hand warmer pockets with two inner 
cargo pockets

» Drop-tail rear heam for extra coverage

» DragonWear® Inherent Fleece FR Fabric: 8.7 oz/sq yd

SIZES SM - 5XL  
(SELECT TALL SIZES AVAILABLE)
ITEM NUMBERS DF100-107 (BLACK), 
DF110-117 (NAVY)
ARC RATING 17 CAL/cm2

  
NFPA 
70E GSACAT 2
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EXXTREME™ JACKET 
WOMENS
» Inherently fire and arc resistant Dupont™ Nomex® fleece

» Lofted, lightweight, wind resistant fleece retains body heat

» Rip-stop fabric reinforces shoulders and forearms

» Pit-Zip armpit ventilation for body temperature control

» Contoured design for a woman’s fit

» Zippered hand warmer pockets and two inner  
cargo pockets

» DragonWear® Inherent Fleece FR Fabric: 8.7 oz/sq yd

SIZES XS - 3XL
ITEM NUMBERS DFW500-DFW508 (BLACK)
ARC RATING 17 CAL/cm2

  
NFPA 
70E

GSACAT 2

ALPHA™ JACKET / WOMENS
» Inherently fire and arc resistant Dupont™ Nomex® fleece

» Lofted, lightweight, wind resistant fleece retains body heat

» Contoured design for a woman’s fit

» Extra long sleeves with glove cuffs for extra coverage

» Hand warmer pockets with two inner cargo pockets

» Drop-tail rear heam for extra coverage

» DragonWear® Inherent Fleece FR Fabric: 8.7 oz/sq yd

SIZES XS - 3XL
ITEM NUMBERS DFW100-108 (BLACK), 
DFW110-118 (NAVY)
ARC RATING 17 CAL/cm2

   NFPA 
70E

GSACAT 2



HI-VIS
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PRO DRY™ HI-VIS SHIRT / MENS 
» Inherently fire and arc-resistant

» Tri-fiber fabric that delivers superior, always permanent 
moisture management

» 3M segmented silver reflective Increased fabric durability and 
improved stretch for longer-lasting wear and flexibility

» Highly breathable and dries quickly

» Proven wash-and-wear performance for long-lasting usability

» Comfortable rib-trim collar

» CSA Z96 Class 2, Level 2 Compliant (Orange)

» ANSI 107 Class 3, Level 2 Compliant (Yellow)

» Navy fabric at wrists to hide dirt and stains (Yellow)

» DragonWear® Inherent Tri-Blend FR Fabric: 6.9 oz/sq yd

SIZES  
SM - 5XL (SELECT TALL SIZES AVAILABLE)
ITEM NUMBERS  
HI-VIS YELLOW: DFH040-DFH047 (SM-5X) 
HI-VIS ORANGE: DFH050-DFH057 (SM-5X)
ARC RATING 9.3 CAL/cm2

  

CSA 
Z96

GSAANSI 
107

NFPA 
70E

CAT 2 NFPA 
2112
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SIZES SM - 5XL (SELECT TALL SIZES AVAILABLE)
ITEM NUMBERS DFMN1340 - DFMN1347 (SM-5X)
ARC RATING 25 CAL/cm2

  

NFPA 
70E

GSACAT 3 ANSI 
107

ELEMENTS™ NOVA JACKET 
You won’t go gentle into the night wearing our intensely visible Elements™ Nova 
Jacket. The combination of DragonWear’s proprietary, inherent tri-blend FR fabric in 
hi-vis yellow paired with our rugged IronShield™ FR fabric make this jacket a potent 
mix of shelter and strength against wind, rain and sleet. 

»  Coming Spring 2019

»  Inherently fire and arc-resistant

» Proprietary fabric technology stands up against wind, rain and sleet

» IronShield™ fabric in Navy placed in high-wear areas for increased  
durability and stain coverage

» Enhanced moisture wicking properties promote superior breathability  
and dry times

» Innovative stretch reflective stripes move with you for greater range  
of movement and comfort

» Drop-tail rear hem and extra-long sleeves provide additional coverage

» Nomex® knit cuffs fit snugly to block cold wind up the sleeves

» Close-fitting hood design offers over-the-hood hard hat fit without  
restricting peripheral vision

» A range of storage options like hidden cell phone pocket and hand  
warmer pocket keep go-to items close

» Contrasting stitching for stylish garment design

» Durable wash-and-wear performance for long-lasting usability

» DragonWear® Inherent Tri-Blend ElementsTM FR Fabric: 12.3 oz/sq yd



SIZES SM - 5XL (SELECT TALL SIZES AVAILABLE)
ITEM NUMBERS DFML1350 - DFML1357 (SM-5X)
ARC RATING 25 CAL/cm2

  

THE SHIELD™ HI-VIS JACKET 
» Inherently fire and arc resistant soft-shell jacket
» Solid silver reflective
» Inner grid fleece fabric provides warmth and excellent stretch
» Breathable, middle membrane blocks 98% of wind
» Durable, water-repellent shield
» Microphone clips on chest
» Wide cuffs offer greater comfort and versatility
» Hand pockets with storm flaps
» Optional zipper attached hood
» Shield FR Fabric: 17.5 oz./sq yd

SIZES SM - 5XL (SELECT TALL SIZES AVAILABLE)
ITEM NUMBERS DFS140-147 (HI-VIS JACKET), DFS001 (HI-VIS HOOD)
ARC RATING 18.6 CAL/cm2

  
NFPA 
70E

CSA 
Z96

GSACAT 2
18  |  DRAGONWEAR® PRODUCT CATALOG

ELEMENTS™ LIGHTNING JACKET 
Light up the night in our new Elements™ Lightning Jacket, made from DragonWear’s 
proprietary, inherent tri-blend FR fabric in hi-vis orange and smartly matched with 
our durable IronShield™ FR fabric to repel wind, rain and sleet. 

»  Inherently fire and arc-resistant
» Proprietary fabric technology stands up against wind, rain and sleet
» IronShield™ fabric in Navy placed in high-wear areas for increased  

durability and stain coverage
» Enhanced moisture wicking properties promote superior breathability  

and dry times
» Innovative stretch reflective stripes move with you for greater range of 

movement and comfort
» Built in balaclava design provides on-demand facial protection and warmth
» Close-fitting hood design offers over-the-hood hard hat fit without  

restricting peripheral vision
» Drop-tail rear hem and extra-long sleeves provide additional coverage
» Nomex® knit cuffs fit snugly to block cold wind up the sleeves
» A range of storage options like hidden cell phone pocket and hand  

warmer pocket keep go-to items close
» Contrasting stitching for stylish garment design
» Durable wash-and-wear performance for long-lasting usability
» DragonWear® Inherent Tri-Blend ElementsTM FR Fabric: 12.3 oz/sq yd

NFPA 
70E

CAT 3

CSA 
Z96

GSA



ACCESSORIES

SIZES ONE SIZE
ITEM NUMBERS DFB930DH (GRAY), DFB900DH (BLACK)
ARC RATING 32 CAL/cm2

  
NFPA 
70E

GSACAT 3 ASTM 
F1506
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LIVEWIRE™ BEANIE
Our Livewire™ Beanie provides lightweight warmth and is designed
to be worn comfortably under a hard hat. Made with upgraded,
exclusive Livewire™ fabric to offer improved protection, comfort, and
performance. 

» Inherently fire and arc-resistant

» Moisture-wicking, 4-way stretch for true comfort experience

» Exclusive proprietary channel knit construction fleece enhances 
airflow and dry time

» Flat-lock seam construction for comfort under a hard hat

» DragonWear® Inherent Tri-Blend FR Fabric 12.3 oz/sq yard



BIG-CHILL™ BEANIE
» Inherently fire and arc resistant Dupont™ 

Nomex® fleece that retains body heat

» Lofted, lightweight and wind resistant

» Designed to be worn under a hard hat or by itself

» Single layer fleece construction with flat-lock seams

» DragonWear® Inherent Fleece FR Fabric: 8.7 oz/sq yd

SIZES ONE SIZE
ITEM NUMBERS DF900 (BLACK), DF901 (NAVY)
ARC RATING 17 CAL/cm2

NFPA 
70E

GSACAT 2

COLD WARRIOR™ BALACLAVA
» Top has high/low interior Livewire construction  

that maximizes warmth and minimizes weight

» Bottom has a wind-resistant outer surface  
with lofted fleece interior to retain body heat

» Full head and facial protection extending  
below the neckline for extra coverage

» Hood converts to a neck gaiter with drop chin

» Water-repellency sheds light rain and snow

» DragonWear® Inherent Tri-Blend FR Fabric:  
12.3 oz/sq yd 

SIZES ONE SIZE
ITEM NUMBERS DFM830DH (BLACK)
ARC RATING 28 CAL/cm2

NFPA 
70E

GSANFPA 
2112CAT 3

DOUBLE-SHOT™ HAT
» Inherently fire and arc resistant Dupont™  

Nomex® fleece that retains body heat

» Lofted, lightweight and wind resistant

» Designed to be worn under a hard hat or by itself

» Two layer fleece contoured band for extra warmth

» DragonWear® Inherent Fleece FR Fabric: 8.7 oz/sq yd

SIZES ONE SIZE
ITEM NUMBERS DF910 (BLACK)
ARC RATING 17 CAL/cm2

NFPA 
70E

GSACAT 2

YUKON™ NECK GAITER
» Inherently fire and arc resistant Dupont™ 

Nomex® fleece that retains body heat

» Lofted, lightweight and wind resistant

» Folded down keeps the neck warm, fold up  
to cover the face

» Single layer fleece construction with  
flat-lock seams

» DragonWear® Inherent Fleece FR Fabric: 8.7 oz/sq yd

SIZES ONE SIZE
ITEM NUMBERS DF800 (BLACK)
ARC RATING 17 CAL/cm2

NFPA 
70E

GSACAT 2

FLEECE BALACLAVA
» Inherently fire and arc resistant Dupont™ Nomex® fleece  

that retains body heat

» Lofted, lightweight and wind resistant

» Extended yoke designed for more protection

» Single layer fleece construction with flat-lock seams

» DragonWear® Inherent Fleece FR Fabric: 8.7 oz/sq yd

SIZES ONE SIZE
ITEM NUMBERS DF811 (BLACK)
ARC RATING 17 CAL/cm2

NFPA 
70E

GSACAT 2
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NFPA 2112
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SHAPE SHIFTER™ NECK TUBE
» Inherently fire and arc resistant
» Permanent moisture wicking fabric and seamless
» Versatile design provides multiple options for wearing
» Highly breathable and dries quickly
» Odor resistant with antimicrobial properties
» 19” in length
» DragonWeart Inherent Tri-Blend FR Fabric: 5.0 oz/sq yd

SIZES ONE SIZE
ITEM NUMBERS DFB8037 (TAN)
ARC RATING 5.8 CAL/cm2

NFPA 
70E

GSACAT 1

FLIP-TOP™ MITTENS

» Inherently fire and arc-resistant

» Wind-resistant and warmth without bulk

» Improved fit with ergonomically-correct design 
for the hand

» Nomex® knit cuff for extra stretch and comfort

» Velcro fasteners to keep tops out of the way

» DragonWear® Inherent Fleece FR Fabric: 8.7 oz/sq yd

SIZES  
SM – XL
ITEM NUMBERS  
DF950-953 (BLACK)
ARC RATING  
7 CAL/cm2

NFPA 
70E

GSACAT 2

FR WATERPROOF LEG GAITERS
» Interior lined with Nomex® FR fabric that  utilizes a 100% 

waterproof coating

» Durable Kevlar® and Nomex® Rip-Stop uppers with waterproof 
Ara-Shield lowers

» Rip-and-Stick 2” wide FR Velcro® closures allow easy on and off

» Gaiters are secured on top with 3/4” wide FR webbing & buckle

» FR webbing straps and buckles positioned to not interfere 
with pole climbing equipment

SIZES SM – 2XL
ITEM NUMBERS 
DFG200-04 (BLACK)
ARC RATING 8.5 CAL/cm2

NFPA 
70E

GSACAT 2

SQUALLX™ GLOVE LINERS
» Inherently fire and arc-resistant

» Improved fit provides greater stretch and comfort

» Seamless construction makes for easy, all-day wear

» Tactile finger-tip grips offer maximum dexterity

» Carefully constructed to manage moisture either when wearing under 
your primary work gloves or when wearing as a stand-alone layer

» Does not provide shock protection

» DragonWear® Inherent Tri-Blend FR Fabric

SIZES  
SM – 2XL
ITEM NUMBERS  
DF2940-DF2944  
(GRAY)
ARC RATING  
4.4 CAL/cm2

CAT 1



Parent company True North Gear® has invested over 25 years into the research, design, testing and 
manufacturing of durable and innovative clothing and gear in support of the utilities, oil and gas and select 
first responder markets. In 1992, founder Alyx Fier began the company in his garage with a home sewing 
machine after he saw an unmet need for dependable products intentionally designed around customer 
needs. Since then, True North has grown from a one-person operation to an ISO 9001 registered multi-brand 
company whose products are distributed worldwide. Though we’ve grown, our company headquarters are 
still in Seattle, WA, just up the street from the garage where it all started.

Over the years, we have stayed true to our heritage of seeking out and harnessing user feedback to create 
new design solutions or upgrade existing ones. We provide the pinnacle in performance through a design 
philosophy that embraces durability, comfort and protection as inclusive elements. Designing and delivering 
dependable products is essential to the vitality of our organization and our overarching mission to support 
and protect a customer base that operates in life-risking environments every day.

We welcome all feedback on our products and service, and encourage you to reach out and share your 
thoughts with us.

800-873-5725  |  info@dragonwear.com  |  dragonwear.com

OUR STORY

WHAT WE’RE MADE OF

All DragonWear® fabrics are inherently flame-resistant, tested both in-house and at independent 
state-of-the-art laboratories, and pass relevant industry certifications. We use advanced proprietary 
fabric technology in support of our design philosophy that durability, comfort and protection are 
inclusive elements. Our products offer the ultimate in breathable, moisture-wicking performance 
without sacrificing water-repellent durability and wind-resistant warmth. The permanent fire-resistant 
protection won’t melt, drip or wear off, and cannot be washed away.

Our Promise

Committed and caring customer service and a lifetime material warranty on all products further 
distinguishes DragonWear’s customer-driven focus. All products are covered against defects in the 
materials and workmanship, and complimentary repair or replacement of items with a manufacturing 
defect will be provided for the practical lifetime of the product. Damage due to wear and tear may 
be repaired at a reasonable charge.
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XS S MD LG XL 2X 3X 4X 5X

Chest 32 33-36 37-40 41-44 45-48 49-52 53-56 57-60 61-64

Waist 26 27-30 31-34 35-38 39-42 43-46 47-50 51-54 55-58

Hips 30 31-34 35-38 39-42 43-46 47-50 51-54 55-58 59-62

Sleeve 
Length 30 31 32 33 34 35 36 37 38

Inseam 30 31 32 33 34 35 351/2 36 361/2

Mens Sizing

INSEAM

SLEEVE 
Center of Back to Wrist

CHEST

WAIST
HIP

SIZE Foot Size Height Width

S 4-7 15” 13.75”

MD 6-9 16.26” 14.63”

LG 8-11 17.5” 15.63”

XL 10-13 18.25” 16.63”

2XL 10-13 18.25” 17.63”

GAITER Sizing

SIZE Hand Circumference

S 7-8

MD 8-9

LG 9-10

XL 10-11

2XL 11-12

GLOVES Sizing

XS S MD LG XL 2X 3X 4X 5X

Chest 33 34-35 36-37 38-39 40-42 43-45 46-49 50-53 54-57

Waist 25 26-27 28-29 30-31 32-34 35-37 38-41 42-45 46-49

Hips 34 35-36 37-38 39-40 41-43 44-46 47-50 51-54 55-58

Sleeve 
Length 30 301/2 31 311/2 32 321/2 33 331/2 341/2

WOMens Sizing

SIZING CHART
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